The organisations and experts behind our research programme

Our strategy, projects and impact
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Introduction

I am delighted to present our annual Research Retreat for the period July 2017 to June 2018 for the paediatric epilepsy research unit across Young Epilepsy, UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children.

2018 marks my tenth year as the Prince of Wales’s Chair for Childhood Epilepsy and I am pleased to share with you some of the achievements across the unit within that time in this report. During this year alone, we have initiated 8 new research projects, adding to 19 active projects spanning the clinical, educational and social elements of paediatric epilepsy. We have published 80 peer-reviewed items of primary research and a further 19 books, chapters in books, reviews and commentaries of expert opinion.

In May 2018 we held the 6th Mind The Gap Symposium at UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Young Epilepsy. This meeting and resultant Workshop was dedicated to sharing the latest views on the problems associated with childhood epilepsy beyond seizures and to developing guidance for more integrated services. We welcomed expert speakers and delegates from as far afield as the USA and Canada to share best practice and discuss the global challenge of integrating services.

January 2018 saw our 8th International Paediatric Epilepsy Research Retreat for researchers and collaborators across the unit, moderated by Professor Kees Braun of the Rudolf Magnus Brain Centre, Utrecht University, Netherlands. The Retreat is indeed a one-of-a-kind event where early career and seasoned researchers meet to constructively share their research and forge collaborations.

This report features a spotlight on our educational research, which shed light on the true nature and gravity of challenges faced by children with epilepsy in their learning and development. As a charity, Young Epilepsy seeks to incorporate this body of work into materials for all professionals surrounding a child with epilepsy and to influence educational support for children with epilepsy in UK schools.

Young Epilepsy’s vision is to build better futures for young lives with epilepsy. We continue to evidence the need for integrated holistic care, the benefit of early interventions and improving our understanding of the epilepsy’s, in order to offer smarter treatments and stronger outcomes for all.

Professor Helen Cross OBE
The Prince of Wales’s Chair of Childhood Epilepsy
Who we are

Our research programme operates under the auspices of The Prince of Wales’s Chair of Childhood Epilepsy, Professor Helen Cross OBE. It is a collaborative scheme between Young Epilepsy, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children and UCL GOS - Institute for Child Health.
Young Epilepsy is the national charity working exclusively on behalf of children and young people with epilepsy and related conditions. With over 100 years expertise, it provides world class diagnosis, assessment and rehabilitation for children and young people with epilepsy. Young Epilepsy has a specialist school and college, providing day and residential services, for those up to 25 years of age, offering education and healthcare for children and young people with epilepsy, autism and other neurological conditions. Young Epilepsy aims to achieve better futures for young lives with epilepsy and to raise awareness and understanding of epilepsy along with issues associated with the condition. The charity provides support and information for parents, children and young people as well as training for professionals. It campaigns for better access to, and quality of, health and education services.

Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children (GOSH) is an international centre of excellence in child healthcare, at the forefront of paediatric training in the UK. GOSH plays a leading role in training paediatric doctors and training more children’s nurses than any other hospital. The hospital is committed to carrying out pioneering research to find treatments and cures for some of the most complex illnesses. Together with UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health, GOSH forms the UK’s only Biomedical Research Centre specialising in paediatrics.

University College London Great Ormond Street-Institute of Child Health (ICH) together with its clinical partner GOSH, forms the largest concentration of children’s health research in Europe. ICH pursues an integrated, multidisciplinary approach to enhance understanding, diagnosis, therapy and prevention of childhood disease. All specialties, as they relate to children’s health, are included so that ICH fulfills the role of a world-leading academic establishment in paediatrics. In keeping with a commitment to disease prevention, ICH is active in teaching and research aimed at developing interventions to promote health both during childhood and in the later years of life.
Central to the research programme is the ability to apply for and manage research grants and donations.

Our collaborative funding strategy has enabled us to build the world’s largest paediatric epilepsy research unit and network of multidisciplinary practitioners. We marry academic project grants with the safeguard of smart fundraising, which allows us to keep the expertise within the unit and develop the impact of our work.

Alongside academic grants raised by researchers and academic institutions, we rely on the grace of unrestricted funding from private individuals and Trusts, raised by Young Epilepsy, which allow us to redirect funds where the need is greatest within a project. This flexibility is vital and provides stability when the parameters of projects change. The future of this programme rests on the ability to maintain and build the current infrastructure which allows us to maintain a base of operations to lead, coordinate and provide governance.

We remain ever grateful for the generosity and dedication of the organisations and individuals who support our work.

Thank you!
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The research team contribute to a wide spectrum of activities from basic science to patient care. The team consists of a multidisciplinary range of experts working across Young Epilepsy, UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children.

**Principal Investigators**

**Professor Helen Cross OBE** The Prince of Wales’s Chair of Childhood Epilepsy and Head of UCL GOS - ICH Developmental Neurosciences Programme
Young Epilepsy; UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Professor Torsten Baldeweg** Professor of Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience, Deputy Head of UCL GOS - ICH Developmental Neurosciences Programme
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

**Professor Chris Clark** Professor of Imaging and Biophysics, Head of UCL GOS - ICH Developmental Imaging and Biophysics Section
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

**Professor Michelle De Haan** Professor in Infant and Child Development
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Professor Christopher Gillberg** Visiting Professor in Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
Gothenburg University, Sweden and UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

**Professor Isobel Heyman** Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist and Honorary Professor
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Professor Manju Kurian** Consultant Paediatric Neurologist and Clinician Scientist
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Professor Finbar O’Callaghan** Professor of Paediatric Neuroscience, Head of UCL GOS - ICH Clinical Neurosciences Section
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Professor Shamima Rahman** Professor of Paediatric Metabolic Medicine
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Professor Roz Shafran** Chair in Translational Psychology
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Professor Rod Scott** Professor of Paediatric Neuroscience
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health; Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children and University of Vermont, USA

**Professor Faraneh Vargha-Khadem** Professor of Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience, Head of UCL GOS - ICH Cognitive Neurosciences Section
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

**Dr Patricia Atkinson** Consultant Community Paediatrician
Sussex Community NHS Foundation Trust
Dr Sarah Aylett Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Stewart Boyd Consultant Clinical Neurophysiologist
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr David Carmichael Honorary Reader in Neuroimaging and Biophysics, Reader in Magnetic Resonance Physics
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Wellcome / EPSRC Centre for Medical Engineering, Kings College London

Dr Maria Clark Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Felice D’Arco Consultant Paediatric Neuroradiologist
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Krishna Das Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Young Epilepsy and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Christin Eltze Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Mr William Harkness Consultant Paediatric Neurosurgeon
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Cheryl Hemingway Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Tom Jacques Reader in Paediatric Neuropathology
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Marios Kaliakatsos Paediatric Neurologist
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Philippa Mills Senior Lecturer in Genetics and Genomic Medicine Programme
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Dr Friederike Moeller, Consultant Clinical Neurophysiologist
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Ronit Pressler Consultant in Clinical Neurophysiology and Clinical Lead of GOSH Telemetry Unit
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Colin Reilly Educational Psychologist
Young Epilepsy and UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Dr Robert Robinson Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Richard Scott Consultant in Clinical Genetics
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Dr Rachel Thornton Consultant in Neurophysiology
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children

Mr Martin Tisdall Consultant Paediatric Neurosurgeon and Honorary Consultant Neurosurgeon
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health; Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children and National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery

Dr Sophia Varadkar Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children
PhD students

Sam Amin An investigation into mTOR inhibitors in Tuberous Sclerosis Complex

John Apps Molecular characterisation of Childhood Craniopharyngioma and identification and testing of novel drug targets

Filipa Bastos Memory outcome after temporal lobectomy

Victoria Bryant Sudden Unexpected Death in Childhood; characteristics, autopsy findings and investigation

Emilia Carlsson Language, communicative functioning and literacy in school-age children with autism spectrum disorders

Aswin Chari Novel network evaluation of intracranial EEG to identify the epileptogenic zone

Rosie Coleman Functional and structural plasticity after epilepsy surgery

Maria Davidsson Parents and children’s experiences of traumatic events, the PACET study

Bianca De Blasi Multi-parametric imaging using hybrid PET/MRI to investigate the epileptogenic brain

Lisa Dinkler Aetiology of eating disorders in a neuropsychiatric perspective: overlap and trajectories

Maria Eriksson Cognitive outcomes after neurosurgical treatment for focal epilepsy: developing a neuroanatomical predictive model for clinical decision making

Amy Fairchild Characterisation of high-risk paediatric brain tumours and their aberrant gene networks

Linda Häger EEG based biomarkers for ADHD and autism

Jane Kung Epilepsy in infancy - relating phenotype to genotype

Valdemar Landgren Symptomatic developmental disorders in childhood (ESSENCE): Bio-psychosocial development and follow-up in adults

Yao-Feng Li Modelling cell-cell interactions in developmental cortical lesions

Adeline Ngoh Clinical and Molecular genetic characterization of Landau Kleffner Syndrome

David Nobbs Upper limb movement after hemispherectomy

Birgit Pimpel Neurophysiological methods to aid decision making in paediatric epilepsy surgery

Apostolos Papandreou Investigation of disease mechanisms and screening for treatments in Beta-Propeller Protein-Associated Neurodegeneration (BPAN)

Joyeeta Rahman Novel diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for mitochondrial disorders

Richard Rosch Dynamic causal modelling of large-scale networks in human development and their relationship to network abnormalities in paediatric patients with developmental epilepsies

Darco Sarovic Neurophysiological markers in autism

Izabella Smolícz Cellular heterogeneity underlying childhood brain diseases

Fatma Taha Understanding the phenotypic variability and tissue specificity of paediatric mitochondrial diseases

Siobhan Titre-Johnson Ketogenic diet in infants with epilepsy

Aitkaterini Vezyroglou Deep phenotyping of alternating hemiplegia in childhood

Lena Wallin Mental health in 22q11 deletion syndrome from childhood to adult age: a prospective longitudinal study

Matthew Wilson The biochemical investigation of vitamin B6 - responsive inborn errors of metabolism
Research Staff

Sophie Adler-Wagstyl Research Associate
Konrad Adler-Wagstyl Research Associate
Amit Bali Clinical Leadership Fellow
Maryam Balogan Research Administrator - KIWE
Katy Barwick Genetics Associate - EpiPEG
Anne Brown Research Administrator
Sarah Buck Research Associate
Judith Germuska Senior Research Coordinator - EpiCARE group
Emma Johnson Assistant Research Psychologist - WINS
Louise Jones Research Administrator
Judith Kalser Honorary Clinical Research Fellow

Nandaki Keshavan Clinical Research Training Fellow
Laura Lyons Trial Manager - KIWE
Elaina Maldonado Research Associate
Amy McTague Research Associate
Amy Muggeridge Research Manager
Liz Neal Honorary Research Dietician
Nicola Openshaw-Lawrence Clinical Trial Coordinator - ENRICH
Manuela Pisch Research Associate
Mirja Steinbrenner Research Associate
Natasha Schoeler Research Dietician
Tom Stone Research Associate
Tim Tierney Research Associate

Active Collaborators

Professor Kees Braun Professor of Neurology and Neurosurgery
University Medical Center Utrecht, Netherlands

Professor Ingmar Blümcke Professor of Neuropathology
Universitätsklinikum Erlangen, Germany

Professor Nick Freemantle Professor of Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics
PRIMENT Clinical Trials Unit, UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Professor Simon Heales Professor of Clinical Chemistry
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health and Great Ormond Street Hospital

Professor Gregory Holmes Professor of Neurology and Paediatrics
University of Vermont, USA
Who we are

Professor Matthias Koepp Professor of Neurology
UCL - Institute of Neurology

Professor Irwin Nazareth Professor of Primary Care
PRIMENT Clinical Trials Unit, UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Professor Ingrid Scheffer AO Paediatric Neurologist and Physician Scientist
University of Melbourne & Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health

Professor Sanjay Sisodiya Professor of Neurology
UCL - Institute of Neurology

Professor Matthew Walker Professor of Neurology
UCL - Institute of Neurology

Professor Robin Williams Professor of Molecular Cell Biology
Royal Holloway Hospital

Dr Shakti Agrawal Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Birmingham Children’s Hospital

Dr Helen Basu Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Lancashire Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

Dr Bigna Bölsterli Paediatric Neurologist
University Children’s Hospital Zurich, Switzerland

Dr Richard Chin Clinical Senior Lecturer
University of Edinburgh

Dr Archana Desurkar Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Sheffield Children’s NHS Foundation Trust

Dr Penny Fallon Consultant Neurologist
St Georges Hospital

Dr Anita Devlin Trustee, Young Epilepsy;
Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

Dr Dougal Hargreaves Health Foundation Improvement Science Fellow and Honorary Consultant Paediatrician
University College Hospital

Dr Elaine Hughes Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Evelina London Children’s Hospital

Dr Rachel Kneen Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Royal Liverpool University Hospital

Dr Andrew Mallick Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Bristol Children’s Hospital

Dr Louise Marston Trial Statistician
PRIMENT Clinical Trials Unit, UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Dr Helen McCullagh Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Leeds Teaching Hospital

Dr Ailsa McLellan Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edinburgh

Dr Alasdair Parker Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Cambridge University Hospital

Dr Rajib Samanta Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Leicester Royal Infirmary

Dr Jeen Tang Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital

Dr Ruth Williams Consultant Paediatric Neurologist
Evelina London Children’s Hospital
The principal objective of research within the unit is to reduce the overall burden for children with epilepsy and establish successively better long-term outcomes.

Collaboration and integrated working across the unit puts us in a unique position to incorporate data which spans:

- the entire range of complexity and comorbidity in epilepsy
- all stages of diagnosis and care
- the full age range, from neonates to young adults
- multidisciplinary expertise to improve holistic understanding of epilepsy and service design.

We operate under six strategic goals:

**GOAL 01**
Gain a better understanding of the medical causes of epilepsy

- 25% projects currently contribute to this goal

- Cohort epidemiological studies to determine incidence, prevalence and outcome
- Population and family studies to gain further insights into new treatments
- Studies to determine the molecular or genetic basis to the epilepsies
- Enhanced structural studies using neuroimaging to increase detection of structural correlates
- Correlative studies in neurophysiology to enhance detection of origin
- Pathological examination of tissue from surgical specimens to enhance our understanding of structural correlates and related epileptogenesis

**GOAL 02**
Gain a better understanding of how epilepsy affects development and behaviour

- 22% projects currently contribute to this goal

Epilepsy is associated with myriad comorbidities. Evidence suggests that the effects of these comorbidities have a greater impact than seizures over the course of someone's life. This work will help us to understand how to treat epilepsy holistically.

- Cohort studies to evaluate prevalence, natural history and outcome of comorbidities
- Experimental animal studies to examine the effects of epileptiform discharges on development
- Correlative neurophysiology and neuropsychology studies
- Collaborative outcome studies
GOAL 03
Determine the benefits of early interventions in improving long-term outcomes
30% projects currently contribute to this goal

The longer one has epilepsy, the longer its underlying cause is able to threaten or cause neurological damage. Early intervention is therefore vital in slowing or halting any damage.

- Short and long-term evaluation of outcome following early epilepsy surgery
- Evaluation of new medical treatments
- Evaluation of educational intervention

GOAL 04
Gain a better understanding of barriers to learning and determine the benefits of educational interventions.
6% current projects contribute to this goal

We know that epilepsy can affect the way people learn and therefore may significantly affect someone’s academic achievement if not properly understood. We want to know exactly what the challenges are and how best to support children with epilepsy in education.

- Evaluation of measures of progress in children with severe impairments
- Evaluation and development of targeted educational interventions across all educational settings
- Evaluating and enhancing the understanding of professionals working with children with epilepsy

GOAL 05
Make life better for children and families and make support systems more effective
11% projects currently contribute to this goal

Childhood epilepsy can affect the whole family and treatment must involve multiple disciplines and agencies. Support for families must be evidenced and treatment pathways must be made more efficient. Evidencing these needs allows service providers to plan more effective services.

- Interventional behaviour programmes
- Rehabilitation and follow-up studies
- Assessment of service provision
- Evaluation of the impact of epilepsy on family life
- Evaluation of the economic costs involved in epilepsy care

GOAL 06
Develop a network of multidisciplinary professionals to strengthen our research and shape the education of future practitioners
6% projects currently contribute to this goal

To ensure the continuation of excellent research in paediatric epilepsy by nurturing future talent and continually improving knowledge.

- Development of training fellowships
- Projects working towards higher degrees with encouragement for independent working thereafter
- Joint working between ICH, GOSH and Young Epilepsy
- Enhancing research and interoperability across all areas of expertise
- Providing specialist education events and networking opportunities
Ten Years On

The Prince of Wales’s Chair of Childhood Epilepsy is Europe’s first Chair in Childhood Epilepsy. The role was established to bring together multiple domains of knowledge relating to childhood epilepsy and to find solutions to one of the most complex and disabling set of conditions. In 2018 we celebrate our tenth year with Professor Helen Cross OBE at the helm.

In 2001, three organisations - Young Epilepsy (then the National Centre for Young People with Epilepsy, NCYPE), UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health (then UCLICH) and Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) – embarked on a major fundraising appeal which successfully raised £2 million for the first-ever Chair in Childhood Epilepsy under the patronage of His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales.

Professor Cross is the second incumbent of the Chair, succeeding the late Professor Brian Neville on his retirement from the role in 2008.

The overarching focus of research under The Prince of Wales’s Chair of Childhood Epilepsy is to improve outcomes in complex childhood epilepsy. We asked Professor Cross to share her view of the key achievements of the unit during her time as Chair, and what is most exciting about the next decade of our research.

Key Achievements 2008 - 2018

- Established vital genetic collaborations through gene discovery and contribution to cohort studies
- Overseen research in new techniques of neuroimaging which has resulted in an increase in the number of children considered for epilepsy surgery
- Overseen several studies determining outcomes from epilepsy surgery and promoted surgery as an intervention both nationally and internationally
- Demonstrated that real improvements can be seen with long-term follow-up, in relation to seizure freedom and weaning from medication following epilepsy surgery. A Collaborative study across Europe, with our participation, demonstrated that an early wean of medication can be successful, which has led to change in practice
- Determined the incidence and impact of epilepsy onset in the first two years of life; and outcomes at three years following presentation. This formed the ground work for a larger epidemiological study (EpiPEG, see page 24) for which aetiologies and developmental outcome will be determined
- Established an evidence base for the use of the ketogenic diet (a high fat, low carbohydrate diet) and widened its use in children with drug resistant epilepsy and obtained funding for further evaluation in infants (KIWE see page 26)
- Demonstrated the extent of educational difficulties and the high rate of cognitive and behavioural problems in school age children with epilepsy and are working towards creating national guidelines for schools in the UK (WINS see page 28)
What we do

Demonstrated key issues amongst parents of very young school children with epilepsy in comparison with parents of children with non-epilepsy related neurodisability. Specifically, we identified significant sleep difficulty, and risk levels for stress, anxiety and depression in mothers of children with epilepsy. This work lends strong evidence to having a child with epilepsy being an indicator for potential maternal mental health issues.

Pilot work in the health economics of epilepsy strongly illustrated the need to explore further the real cost of childhood epilepsy in order to aid service provision and commissioning.

Established a successful European Reference Network (EpiCARE see page 30), a network of centres specialising in care of individuals with rare and complex epilepsies across Europe. EpiCARE is moving toward developing e-tools to aid care, diagnosis and access to expertise without borders.

It seems only fitting that during this year, Professor Cross was awarded the incredibly prestigious Clinical Science Research Award from the American Epilepsy Society. This award is the highest given by the society and recognises professional excellence for those with a distinguished history of pioneering research in epilepsy and anticipated productivity over the next decade - here is to the next ten years!

What to watch – the next 10 years:

- EpiPEG - We look forward to developing a longitudinal extension of our original epidemiological work. We aim to determine true prevalence of aetiologies, and establish strong natural histories and neurodevelopmental outcomes of relevance to future management.

- MICE (see page 29) – this project constitutes the first large scale clinical integration of mental health and medical management in paediatric epilepsy in the UK.

- EpiCARE – we continue to develop the network, working with Lyon, France, as the new coordinating centre with UK input via Professor Cross. We look forward to further collaboration under EpiCARE to move toward clinical trials in rare epilepsies. Using a pan-European cohort of patients will allow for much greater power of research evidence than we can manage with one country’s cohort alone.

- Emerging interest in the development of a registry-based solution to the demand for holistic care in paediatric epilepsies strengthened by collaboration with the Epilepsy12 National Audit, NHS Digital and the third sector.
In 2012 we set out to evidence and address the challenges faced by children with epilepsy in UK schools. We began by investigating the barriers to inclusion in education and were presented with a very bleak picture. Led by Dr Virginia Fenton, the Inclusion Project\textsuperscript{1} illustrated, for the first time, the extent of the exclusion of children with epilepsy from education in mainstream schools. Largely due to ‘innocent ignorance’ of, and stigma towards, epilepsy, we found exclusion perpetuated by education professionals at every level. We also began to understand and document the enormous onus on families to firstly recognise problems with their child’s learning or support, and then to campaign for better support themselves.

Clearly there was a problem. We now needed to document and quantify what made academic inclusion and success such a challenge. To answer this question, Professor Brian Neville, Professor Rod Scott and Dr Colin Reilly embarked on our landmark education research study, the Children with Epilepsy in Sussex Schools Study (CHESS). When published in 2014\textsuperscript{2,3}, we could finally evidence the breadth and depth of the problems which children with epilepsy in the UK face in their school careers:

- 95% of children with epilepsy were struggling in at least one of the assessed areas critical to learning
- 58% had problems with memory and 42% had problems with processing speed
- 60% met the criteria for an undiagnosed additional disorder such as autism, ADHD or Developmental Coordination Disorder.

Despite these numbers, these children, their families and their schools had extremely limited access to support services. This evidence was so sobering that we took the results to parliament to champion a manifesto for change which filtered into epilepsy being formally recognised in the 2014 Children and Families Act. As a charity we strengthened our training for schools and began to target clinicians with this information, to ensure that all professionals were aware of the additional risks and indicators for crisis in epilepsy.

From here, we sought to understand the challenges outside of school; to explore the impact that having a child with epilepsy has on the neurobehaviour of a family. The Sussex Early Epilepsy and Neurobehaviour Study (SEEN)\textsuperscript{4}, again led by Professor Neville, Professor Gillberg and Dr Reilly, confirmed the high level of additional needs faced by children with epilepsy\textsuperscript{5} but, critically, shed first light on the extent of problems at home\textsuperscript{6,7}. Three-quarters of mothers, and half of the fathers, were at risk of sleep problems, anxiety, depression or stress. Mothers of children with epilepsy were at significantly greater risk of mental health problems than mothers of children with non-epileptic neurological disorders - giving the first evidence that epilepsy itself was an indicator for parental mental health problems.

“My vision is that our work will not only ensure children with epilepsy get the right diagnosis and the best medical intervention, but also go through school with the appropriate support and leave education having reached their true potential.”

Professor Helen Cross OBE The Prince of Wales’s Chair of Childhood Epilepsy
The principal goal of this work is to translate the findings into practice across education and healthcare. Dr Reilly is currently leading the What I Need in School Study (WINS); the culmination of our current education research. WINS seeks to understand the most practical way to translate our research by garnering the views and experiences of school age children with epilepsy, their parents and teachers on the impact of epilepsy in school and on optimal educational support.

We will record these challenges and identify the best interventions, as expressed by young people themselves. We will do the same with their families to ensure that parental concerns too, have a voice. Teacher knowledge and understanding of epilepsy will be assessed\(^8\) with an emphasis on effective practices and training needs. Additionally, we will pilot the validity of Young Epilepsy’s ABLE Tool, developed during the CHESS study, as a method to identify the need for formal assessment of learning and behavioural difficulties in children with epilepsy.

Systematically recording the views of children and families will provide a richer understanding as to why so many experience academic difficulties. All participating children will receive a report outlining their needs & supports, & parents/teachers will get a psychological report to aid educational planning.

Through this study, a clear understanding of the needs of children with epilepsy and good teaching practice, derived from our entire education research evidence suite, will be developed into national guidelines for both mainstream and special schools, with digital resources for teachers and parents in 2020.

References

The neuropathology of focal epilepsy in children

**Project Aim:** To understand the biology underlying the diseases that cause focal epilepsy.

**Investigators:** Tom Jacques, Helen Cross, Martin Tisdall, Darren Hargrave

**Summary:** We are focussing on brain tumours and on malformations of cortical development. This is leading to changes in our diagnostic practice for children undergoing epilepsy surgery and is improving our understanding of how these diseases develop.

---

What this means: This is a group of new projects which aim to define the causes of focal epilepsy. This work is vital to obtaining faster, more accurate diagnoses and also to improving and developing successively better treatment options. Currently, most epilepsy treatments are symptomatic and focus on seizures. We need to understand more about what causes epilepsy to be able to develop and offer curative rather than symptomatic treatment.

---

Multiscale modelling of epileptic networks from SEEG recordings

**Project Aim:** This work, in the first instance, aims to provide a quantitative understanding of network dynamics in the epileptic brain at different scales. In the future, we are hoping to develop these approaches to help predict network changes after epilepsy surgery and thus guide decision making and improving outcomes for patients undergoing presurgical evaluation.

**Investigators:** Richard Rosch, Stasa Tumpa, Rachel Thornton, Martin Tisdall, Karl Friston

**Summary:** Resective surgery is an effective treatment for many focal epilepsies. Yet epilepsy is increasingly understood to be a disorder of brain networks, with abnormal brain activity emerging not from the isolated activity of individual regions, but from concerted activity of many coupled sources. Understanding this integrated epileptic network is far from intuitive – even apparently simple networks can show complex dynamics that are difficult to predict.

Computational models may offer a strategy to improve our understanding of epileptic networks. In this project, we are fitting computational network models of neuronal coupling to stereotactically recorded intracranial EEG (SEEG). Through the use of computational models, we are able to test what the network organisation that underlies epileptic dynamics on the SEEG is. This can be done at the level of microcircuits around focal brain abnormalities (e.g. looking at local coupling between tuber cores and peritubular cortex in tuberous sclerosis patients), and at the level of whole brain circuits (e.g. identifying whole-network changes after interventions in patients undergoing therapeutic radiofrequency thermocoagulation).

---

What this means: We know that epilepsy is often a disorder of networks across the brain rather than the result of a single disruptive section. This means that entire networks must be considered when evaluating someone’s suitability to undergo epilepsy surgery. This project sets out to really understand the workings of these networks so that the presurgical team can have a better grasp of the effect that any surgery, however relatively ‘simple’ may have on a person’s functioning.
Memory profile and reorganisation after epilepsy surgery in children with intractable Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (TLE)

**Project Aim:** The project aims to 1) characterise the memory profile of children and young people with TLE as well as their post-surgical memory outcome and 2) depict functional and structural reorganisation of memory networks in temporal lobe epilepsy before and after surgery, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) magnetic resonance. We hope this may help to refine the prognostic accuracy of the preoperative workup, guide neurosurgical resection, and reduce the risk of memory impairment after surgery.

**Investigators:** Filipa Bastos, Faraneh Vargha-Khadem, Helen Cross, Jonathan Clayden, Sarah Buck

**Update:** Medically intractable temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the main indication for epilepsy surgery in both adults and children and yields good outcome regarding seizure freedom. However, due to the medial temporal lobe’s central role in memory, long-term memory and learning, difficulties are reported in patients with TLE. Routine pre-operative memory assessment in children with TLE consists of behavioural testing with protocols with suboptimal sensitivity to detect deficits in the paediatric population. Furthermore, memory lateralisation predictions are extrapolated from language lateralisation even though the interdependence of these two functions in children is not well documented, particularly in children with temporal lobe pathology.

This project involves memory testing using an application on a tablet developed by one of the investigators (Sarah Buck) as well as undertaking an MRI. Patients are seen before surgery and again 4 and 12 months after surgery. Patient recruitment will be ongoing until the Summer of 2019 but data collection and analysis will carry on further as patients have to be seen 1 year after surgery.

What this means: We want to ensure that children with TLE undergoing surgery will have the best possible outcomes with regard to their memory function. To do this we have developed an app-based test to be used by the child, alongside MRI imaging which will help us to better understand how memory works and is organised in the brains of children rather than relying on evidence from adult research. This will enable much more accurate understanding of how the surgery could affect an individual and therefore, thus continually improving the process of surgical evaluation.

Multicentre Epilepsy Lesion Detection (MELD) Project

**Project Aim:** To create open-access, robust and generalisable tools for Focal Cortical Dysplasia (FCD) detection that can be used in the pre-surgical evaluation of patients with drug-resistant epilepsy.

**Investigators:** Sophie Adler-Wagstyl, Konrad Adler-Wagstyl, Kirstie Whitaker, Helen Cross, David Carmichael, Martin Tisdall, Torsten Baldegge

**Summary:** The MELD project is a multi-centre collaboration for lesion detection involving the incorporation of data and sequences from multiple sites. This will involve training classifiers on data from multiple centres and tailoring classifiers according to the needs of the individual epilepsy centres. Each site will be given detailed protocols to follow in order to pre-process the data from their site. The anonymised data matrices along with some clinical information (such as age, age of onset of epilepsy, surgery, histopathology and Engel outcome) will be shared. This will allow classifiers to be trained on the data from all participating centres. Any developed classification tools and/or code will be shared. We hope that this will create open-access, robust and generalisable tools for FCD detection that can be used in the pre-surgical evaluation of patients with drug-resistant epilepsy.

What this means: We hope to create new and more robust tools to detect FCD in children and adults with drug resistant epilepsy. These tools will be co-created across many hospitals and will become openly accessible for any hospital to use when evaluating someone for FCD. The tools would then be continually improved to ensure that more and more people would have access to accurate diagnosis and possible surgery.
The “Pair Test”: an App to diagnose learning and memory impairments in children with Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (TLE)

Project Aim: The aims are to 1) provide better informed diagnosis of memory impairments in children with epilepsy and 2) predict outcome after surgery in the temporal lobe, using the Pair Test.

Investigators: Sarah Buck, Torsten Baldeweg, Faraneh Vargha-Khadem

Summary: The “Pair Test” uses a tablet-based paired-associate learning paradigm to disentangle impairments in different memory processes, and different components of the neural network within the medial temporal lobes. The test provides behavioural evidence regarding the functional integrity of the hippocampi and their interaction with the neocortical learning system. The test provides better informed diagnoses than standardised tools, with more precise indication of the types of memory deficits and the underlying processing impairment.

What this means: This project has created and is trialling an app-based test which will better help clinicians understand the type and complexity of learning and memory problems in children with TLE. For instance, we may know that someone has trouble with their memory but we don’t know if this is one memory problem or several. This test helps clinicians to see the full picture. They hope that this will not only lead to better support and treatment but also to make more accurate predictions of how epilepsy surgery may affect someone’s learning and memory.

Improving the standard of speech and language assessment for children with Dravet syndrome

Project Aim: To improve speech and language assessment in Dravet Syndrome by clarifying profiles and community therapist experience and understanding.

Investigators: Rosie Shuttleworth, Christina Hawkins, Maria Clark

Summary: Twelve children with Dravet Syndrome had a retrospective case note review, supplemented by questionnaires from community Speech and Language Therapists. This identified that children with Dravet syndrome tended to have uneven profiles, with weaker communication skills and high levels of autism. Community teams had limited experience and requested training and support to meet the children’s needs.

What this means: We know that people with Dravet syndrome have significant developmental needs. Greater understanding of their profile and support for local teams will facilitate identification and support of these needs so that children can reach their potential.
Prospective multicenter study on localization accuracy and clinical utility of automated electric source imaging in presurgical evaluation (PROMAESIS)

Project Aim: To elucidate the accuracy and the clinical utility of automated electric source imaging (ESI) in presurgical evaluation.

Investigators: Friederike Moeller, Rachel Thornton, Sándor Beniczky

Summary: Electrical source imaging combines high density EEG and MRI in to identify the sources of inter-ictal activity and seizures in focal epilepsy. Published data has shown that it identifies region co-localised with the seizure onset zone, but the clinical utility of the technique is yet to be established.

The PROMAESIS study is a multi-centre evaluation of electrical source imaging including the use of automated analysis techniques. In particular, it aims to assess the utility of the technique in the pre-surgical evaluation of individuals (including children) with focal epilepsy. Children will be recruited from a number of sites including Great Ormond Street Hospital and from across the European Reference Network, EpiCARE.

Primary outcome: Accuracy measures (sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, overall accuracy).

Secondary outcomes: Clinical utility (change in patient management decisions); inter-ESI-methods agreement (at sub-lobar level).

What this means: We know that electrical source imaging can locate parts of the brain causing seizure activity, but not yet how to use the technique most effectively in care. This project aims to understand the accuracy of the technique and identify how to best incorporate it into clinical processes across the UK and Europe.

Optimisation and bioperformance of a novel formulation of pyridoxal 5'-phosphate for treatment of pyridox(amine) 5'-phosphate oxidase deficiency induced epilepsy in children

Project Aim: To test the efficacy of a new treatment for children with pyridox(amine) 5'-phosphate oxidase deficiency induced epilepsy.

Investigators: Catherine Tuleu, Peter Clayton, Philippa Mills, Emma Footitt, Ahad Rahim and Simon Heales

Summary: Some children have a specific type of epilepsy (called pyridox(am)ine 5'-phosphate oxidase deficiency induced epilepsy) that can be treated with a form of vitamin B6 called pyridoxal-5'-phosphate (PLP). However, the current medication is not ideal. PLP is only available as a nutritional supplement in tablet or capsule forms. Unlike pharmacy-only medicines, this product is not regulated and can be problematic for clinical use. It is difficult to prepare and administer, unpalatable and unstable. Additionally, our preliminary data has shown that there is a high risk of inaccurate dosing and when mixed in water, these products are not stable, forming compounds that may be dangerously toxic to the liver. We are therefore investigating a new, more stable, formulation. We are evaluating purity and taste of this new drug, making sure that it can be absorbed in the gut and ensuring that it meets safety requirements (i.e. not liver toxic) for administration, even to babies.

What this means: We hope to produce a tolerable and regulated formulation of PLP which will improve both safety and quality of life for children who are taking PLP.
Research Project Update

The fast without the spurious: developing a system for robust and rapid simultaneous EEG-fMRI measurements

Project Aim: To develop more advanced EEG-fMRI scans that may better detect brain areas active at the start of seizures. To do this we are trying new motion-correction technology that tells the scanner where the head, is using a camera and a marker attached to a dental retainer, and updates the scanner accordingly.

Investigators: Amy McDowell, Danilo Maziero, David Carmichael, Helen Cross, Kelly St Pier, Nikolaus Weiskopf

Update: This project is now coming to a close and we are writing up both another advancement to improve EEG quality during subject movement and our assessment of more rapid fMRI sequences. In addition, we are about to publish a paper regarding the optimal scanning rate for these and other fMRI studies. We have collected a small case series to test our new EEG-fMRI acquisition and are writing this up for publication. Mirja Steinbrenner, a neurologist from Berlin has joined the team on a research placement to do this.

What this means: This project has developed a system to improve the accuracy of brain imaging to better understand which parts of the brain are active just before and during a seizure. It has also been developed to improve accuracy when the patient is moving. Any movement, no matter how small, will affect most imaging techniques but it is not always possible to get a patient to stay perfectly still for a length of time, particularly if the patient is a child or a child with complex needs. This work will greatly improve the accuracy of imaging for these patients.

Effect of paroxysmal events in early onset neurological disease on cerebral tissue oxygenation & metabolism: a NIRS pilot study

Project Aim: To better understand energy consumption during epileptic seizures.

Investigators: Helen Cross, Aikaterini Vezyroglou, Ilias Tachtsidis, Rachel Thornton, David Carmichael.

Update: We are using broadband Near Infrared Spectroscopy (bNIRS) to investigate the changes of oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin, as well as of cytochrome c oxidase during epileptic seizures alongside EEG. We designed headgear to record bNIRS simultaneously with routine EEG and recruited 15 patients to this pilot study.

This project is now coming to a close. We were lucky to capture seizures in 9 patients and are now analysing our results.

What this means: We are investigating whether the bNIRS, and especially the cytochrome c oxidase measurement, is affected during an epileptic seizure. As cytochrome c oxidase is part of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, any changes in cytochrome c oxidase during epileptic events might be a biomarker of energy consumption during seizures. Better understanding of energy consumption during seizures might help us investigate how seizures affect the brain in the long term.
Using new quantitative MRI tissue parameter maps to detect and delineate Focal Cortical Dysplasia (FCD)

**Project Aim:** To develop better imaging methodology by investigating whether using quantitative MRI parameter mapping, together with quantitative analysis, can provide improved detection, delineation and classification of FCD lesions. This is the first application of these scanning and analysis methods to epilepsy and may lead to a change in local, national and international practice in imaging childhood epilepsy.

**Investigators:** Sara Lorio, David Carmichael, Helen Cross, Nikolaus Weiskopf, Karin Shmueli, Thomas Jacques, Chris Clark, Kling Chong, Torsten Baldeweg

**Update:** Sara Lorio has been working on improving the proton density maps that we obtain and has developed new methodology that can be used in clinical situations such as where there are large lesions or previous surgery. This is currently in revision with a leading neuroimaging journal. We have processed new advanced diffusion maps that show contrast changes radiologically and quantitatively, and seem to differentiate between FCDIIa and IIb. These diffusion results are being written up for publication. We have also made quantitative susceptibility maps that show strong contrast in a handful of cases – this may relate to calcium levels which we are investigating and writing up for publication.

Restoring healthy brain connectivity dynamics under image guidance: A pilot of transcranial electrical current stimulation in Juvenile Myoclonic Epilepsy (EPICONN TM)

**Project Aim:** A pilot study to measure a reduction in epileptiform activity associated with transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) and attention. We look to measure changes in brain connectivity and understand their relationship to epileptiform activity reduction. We hypothesise that in epilepsy brain networks can be targeted by weak electric fields applied to the scalp (tACS) to modulate the brain’s connectivity to minimise epileptic activity and maximise cognitive performance.

**Investigators:** David Carmichael, Frederike Moeller, Elhum Shamshiri, Mirja Steinbrenner, Helen Cross

**Update:** This project has won funding from Epilepsy Research UK to undertake the pilot phase: ‘Restoring healthy brain connectivity dynamics under image guidance: A pilot of transcranial electrical current stimulation in Juvenile Myoclonic Epilepsy’. Mirja Steinbrenner aslo won Rogue Resolutions’ BrainBox Initiative Research Challenge 2018 to explore the ‘Reduction of cerebral excitation through combination of GSR biofeedback and tDCS’. This funding will allow us to understand how to manipulate brain activity at a large scale to reduce epileptic activity and allow for the non-invasive optimisation of electrical stimulation therapy.

**What this means:** We want to know more about how non-invasive electrical stimulation of the brain affects the brain and how this may be used to control seizures. Current electrical stimulation treatment for epilepsy is limited by our understanding of how it affects brain activity. We are looking into ways of better understanding, and improving, the mechanism of this treatment.

We know surgery is not always successful and not everyone responds to antiepileptic drugs (AEDs). This project looks at a pioneering, and cost effective, new treatment as an addition or alternative to surgery/AEDs.
**Prognosis in Landau-Kleffner Syndrome and continuous spikes in slow-wave sleep syndromes – epileptic Encephalopathy Longitudinal Multicentre Omics study (ELMO)**

**Project Aim:** This is an international, longitudinal, prospective multicentre cohort study which seeks to primarily determine if laboratory markers improve upon clinical prediction of disease course and response to treatment in children with difficult to treat epilepsy. Secondly the project will evaluate longitudinal changes in gene expression and gene methylation status that occur during the course of epilepsy from the time of diagnosis.

**Chief Investigator:** Deb Pal

**Local Principal Investigator:** Helen Cross

**Update:** Participants were recruited to the study from sites in the UK (London, Leeds, Leicester and Liverpool), Belgium (Brussels) and Italy (Rome). The recruitment window has now closed, however follow-up appointments are ongoing into 2019. Initial lab work is underway and the research team looks forward to analysing the data over the coming year.

**What this means:** Epilepsies that seriously affect someone’s normal development of cognition and behaviour are termed “epileptic encephalopathies” (EEs). However, the cause of 85% of cases remains unsolved. We want to better understand the effects these conditions have on the brain and to see if we can find a biomarker in the blood to better determine the cause of the problem in order to improve treatment and understanding of what to expect as the condition develops. We know this has been done for people with autism and Alzheimer’s so we are hoping to use a similar approach with EE.

---

**The infant baby enrichment research programme – ENRICH**

**Project Aim:** To explore the possibility of measuring the cortical response from the scalp of infants using standard non-invasive EEG techniques, due to the activation of CT afferents and how the cortical response changes in regard to age.

**Investigators:** Ronit Pressler, Geraldine Boylan

**Update:** This is a single-centre, proof of concept, translational study to determine how and when Somato-sensory evoked potentials develop over the first 4 months of life. We have completed the recruitment phase of this study and are in the process of assessing participants. The total amount of mothers/parents approached was >100 with a total of 43 recruited. We have lost 20 of these recruits to follow up, with all but one being lost prior to any testing being conducted.

**What this means:** This study seeks to understand how responses in the brain to certain sensory stimuli are developed over the first four months of life. We want to understand whether if a pleasant touch is administered to a baby’s forearm in the supine and prone positions, will we observe a cortical response, and if so, can it be recorded and how does it develop over time. This will require additional EEGs being taken at the age of four weeks and also at four months.
A multicenter, open-label, single-arm study to evaluate the pharmacokinetics, efficacy, and safety of Brivaracetam in neonates with repeated electroencephalographic seizures (PETITE)

**Project Aim:** The purpose of the study is to evaluate the pharmacokinetics of Brivaracetam in neonates who have seizures that are not adequately controlled with phenobarbital treatment and to identify the optimal Brivaracetam dose (Exploratory Cohort) for the treatment of subjects enrolled into the Confirmatory Cohorts of this study.

**Investigators:** Ronit Pressler, Marios Kaliakatsos

**Update:** Petite is a European, UCB Biopharma-led neonatal study exploring the efficacy of Brivaracetam. The study has now been set up and at present 6 sites are active across Europe (two UK sites - GOSH and Cambridge) but no baby has been recruited so far.

The ‘Exploratory Cohort’ will receive a low dose of Brivaracetam intravenous (iv) solution for injection following one or multiple therapeutic doses of midazolam. 3 additional iv Brivaracetam doses, up to a total of 4 can be administered during the 48-hour Evaluation Period.

The dose and dosing frequency of Brivaracetam will be adjusted for the ‘Confirmatory Cohorts’ based on the analysis of the data collected for the Exploratory Cohort.

**What this means:** We are working with UCB Biopharma to understand the best way to use Brivaracetam in newborn babies with seizures who do not respond to Phenobarbital.

---

Is pyridox(am)ine 5’-phosphate oxidase deficiency, an eminently treatable cause of epilepsy, under-recognised in children?

**Project Aim:** Improve diagnosis and treatment of children with pyridox(am)ine 5’-phosphate oxidase (PNPO) deficiency by using a novel rapid screening dry blood spot assay.

**Investigators:** Peter Clayton, Philippa Mills, Helen Cross, Ronit Pressler

**Update:** This project has been granted ethical approval and is currently awaiting funding before work can begin.

**What this means:** The research team has developed a new, quick test to check if someone has an epilepsy disorder called pyridox(am)ine 5’-phosphate oxidase (PNPO) deficiency which responds to treatment with vitamin B6. We want to see how employing this test in clinical practice improves the diagnosis and treatment of children with PNPO as it is often overlooked. Early detection and treatment with vitamin B6 will help to prevent disability. We also hope this study may uncover other causes of epilepsy which may benefit from vitamin B6 treatment.
Epilepsy in Infancy: relating phenotype to genotype (EPIPEG)

**Project Aim:** To identify and follow-up a cohort of children with new onset of epilepsy under 12 months of age to enable definition of neurobehavioural phenotypes; identify risk factors for neurodevelopmental problems and later intellectual disability; determine novel genetic mutations as a cause for early onset epilepsy, and relate to clinical presentation.

**Investigators:** Helen Cross, Manju Kurian, Rod Scott, Christin Eltze, Finbar O’Callaghan, Michelle De Haan, Elaine Hughes, Jane Kung, Manuela Pisch, Katy Barwick

**Update:** Recruitment has now closed and we are collating all of the data for analysis. We received 195 referrals, of these 181 were eligible and a further 119 recruited to the assessment arm of the study. The final samples for Whole Exome Sequencing are being prepared for analysis and we are preparing to visit a subset of the 53 sites to investigate how many, if any, eligible cases were missed.

There have been a number of troubleshooting requirements and the current database is used for the safe storage of data but the take-up by recruitment sites has not been as hoped. This is due to the simple time capacity of sites and the less intuitive design of the database.

An early review of the data shows that our patients are almost twice as likely to be male than female; are born full-term; have a normal birth weight range of 2.32-3.9kg (~5-8lbs); are mostly Caucasian in ethnicity, describing themselves as ‘white other’ or ‘white British’ and have a family history of epilepsy in almost half of cases.

Analysis of the first 50 patients indicates that Interictal EEG findings and seizure type are strongly correlated with language and motor skills at presentation, and interestingly, response to medication did not result in better developmental scores - weakening the correlation between seizure burden and developmental outcome at 12months. Sleep variables differ from typically developing infants shortly after diagnosis and are associated with age at seizure onset, response to medication, and seizure type.

The genetics of early onset epileptic encephalopathy

**Project Aim:** The project aims to identify novel early onset epileptic encephalopathy genes which will contribute to the understanding of the disease mechanisms involved in such epilepsies.

**Investigators:** Amy McTague, Helen Cross, Dimitri Kullmann, Rod Scott, Manju Kurian

**Update:** Following investigation in the early onset epileptic encephalopathy cohort, 12 patients have been identified to have mutations in KCNT1. This series has now been published in Neurology in early 2018. Further gene discovery work is ongoing and investigation of the cohort has also lead to expansion of the phenotypes of known genes such as KCNQ2, RARS2, PLCB1, GABRB3, TBC1D24, FOXG1 and GNA01.

**What this means:** We want to understand the specific areas of need in the early onset epilepsies and how to spot the earliest possible signs of epilepsy so that we can better help families know what to expect, and help doctors to understand what to look for and treat.

Many people with epilepsy never learn what causes their epilepsy, which is why we are looking at the child as a whole and including a wide range of genetic testing to find an answer. Research like this aims to understand the unknown causes of epilepsy in the hope of paving the way to new and better treatments. We hope that this project will provide the basis for a longer study, which will follow these babies as they grow up.

**What this means:** We want to know what has caused the epilepsy so we can better understand the processes in the brain that have gone wrong. We hope to use some new treatments for these processes that might not only apply to this rare epilepsy but also to some more common epilepsies. So far, we have found a previously unidentified gene which causes a severe early onset epilepsy.
The genetics of Landau Kleffner Syndrome

**Project Aim:** The project aims to identify novel genes which will contribute to the understanding of the disease mechanisms causing language impairment and seizures in this epileptic disorder.

**Investigators:** Adeline Ngoh, Maria Clark, Brian Neville, Helen Cross, Rebecca Greenaway, Rob Harvey, Dimitri Kullmann, Manju Kurian

**Update:** The team has identified GRIN2A mutations in seven patients (12%). Functional investigations on the identified missense mutations have shown that these result in reduced surface protein expression and markedly reduced agonist potency. Analysis of whole exome sequencing continues and evaluation of interesting potential candidate genes is underway.

**What this means:** We aim to identify the genes responsible for Landau Kleffner Syndrome in the hope this will help us to understand why it causes seizures and language difficulties. Understanding this will lead to more targeted and earlier treatment.

---

**A:** Representative confocal microscopy image of HEK-293 cells co-transfected with wildtype N1 and wildtype N2A (x63), enlarged to show co-localization of surface N2A with membrane marker Wheat Germ Agglutinin (WGA).

**B:** Comparison of confocal microscopy images of HEK-293 cells transfected with wildtype N1 and wildtype-N2A, R518C-N2A, or R518H-N2A (x63).

**C:** Plot of relative fluorescence intensity of surface N2A-R518C and N2A-R518H compared to N2A-Wildtype (average measurements from 3 independent transfections). **p<0.005, ****p<0.0001; ns = not significant
Corticosteroids or clobazam for ESES Syndrome: A European, multicentre, randomised, controlled clinical trial (RESCUE ESES)

Project Aim: An international, multicentre randomised controlled clinical trial with blinded outcome assessment to determine the best treatment for children with Electrical Status Epilepticus in Sleep (ESES) Syndrome.

Chief Investigator: Floor Jansen, Utrecht

Local Principal Investigator: Helen Cross

Update: This condition is extremely rare and so recruitment is very slow but steady. We have opened at three UK sites (London, Edinburgh, Glasgow), and other European Union countries including Italy (Pavia), France (Paris, Lyon, Strasbourg), Belgium (Brussels, Leuven), Germany (Kehl, Freiburg, Kiel, Vogtareuth), Denmark (Dianalund), Finland (Helsinki), Romania (Bucharest), Bulgaria (Sofia) and Spain (Madrid).

Analysis of the Netherlands cohort found that in children with ESES, cognitive improvement after treatment was strongly associated with EEG spike wave index (SWI) decrease, while it was not reflected by a significant IQ increase. Steroid treatment was found to be most successful in improving cognitive performance in this cohort.

Ketogenic diet in Infants With Epilepsy (KIWE)

Project Aim: This is a randomised controlled trial to determine the effectiveness on seizure control of the ketogenic diet compared to alternative further antiepileptic drug treatment. Patients are children with epilepsy aged 3 months to 2 years who have failed to respond to two or more pharmacological treatments.

Investigators: Christin Eltze, Ruth Williams, Nicholas Freemantle, Simon Heales, Rachel Kneen, Louise Marston, Tim Martland, Irwin Nazareth, Helen McCullah, Alasdair Parker, Shakti Agrawal, Archana Desurkar, Anita Devlin, Jeen Tan, Anita Devlin, Helen Basu, Penny Fallon, Andrew Mallick, Andrew Lux, Rajib Samanta, Laura Lyons, Maryam Balogun, Helen Cross, Natasha Schoeler

Update: The project is currently recruiting at 12 centres across the UK. There have been numerous barriers to recruitment, but we have achieved 75 recruited patients to date. We have applied to the NIHR for a 12 month extension which would allow us to continue recruitment until November 2019. With the extension, we hope to recruit at least 94 patients in total.

What this means: We want to know if the ketogenic diet is an effective treatment for epilepsy in infants who have not responded to two or more antiepileptic drugs. We want to know if it is an effective alternative to trying additional antiepileptic drugs. We know the ketogenic diet works well for some older children but no-one has determined systematically if it works for infants. If it does, then it provides further options for early treatment.
Cardiac Arrhythmias in Dravet Syndrome (CADS)

**Project Aim:** An international study to assess the prevalence of cardiac arrhythmias in patients with Dravet Syndrome (DS) and to compare the prevalence of cardiac arrhythmias between these patients and those with other types of epilepsy.

**Investigators:** Roland Thijs, Sharon Shmuely, Sanjay Sisodiya, Helen Cross

**Update:** We included 59 DS cases between June 2015 and January 2018. In 14 cases no seizures were recorded due to a seizure free period (n=8) or premature termination of the study (n=6), thus leaving 45 cases with ictal ECG recordings. Two historical epilepsy controls were selected for each case. Median age in DS was 16 years (range 6 to 66 years) and 19 years in controls (range 6 to 63 years); 51% were female in both groups.

We analysed 547 seizures in the cases (300 convulsive seizures (CS)) and 169 in the controls (119 CS). No asystole occurred. Bradycardia was more common in controls (n=11, 6.5%) compared to DS subjects (n=2, 0.36%; p=0.003). Assessments of peri-ictal heart rate variability and QTc intervals, and possible conduction abnormalities will be incorporated into the final analysis.

**What this means:** This is an international study, led by the Stichting Epilepsie Instellingen Nederland (SEIN) and conducted in the Netherlands, Germany and the UK. We know that people with Dravet Syndrome have a higher risk of Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP) and we want to understand if this is connected to heart problems. We hope to evidence the need for treatment pathways to include both cardiac and neurological monitoring as standard care in Dravet Syndrome. The team have finished collecting data and are beginning to look at the emerging trends.

**Betashot - A feasibility study of the use of Betashot, a medium chain triglyceride-based (MCT) formula for special medical purposes in children and adults with epilepsy**

**Project Aim:** This feasibility study is to evaluate the use of Betashot, a MCT based food for special medical purposes. This study aims to determine whether a product, primarily consisting of Decanoic Acid (C10) is well tolerated in a population of individuals with epilepsy.

**Investigators:** Matthew Walker, Helen Cross, Sanjay Sisodiya, Simon Heales, Natasha Schoeler

**Update:** Study recruitment was completed in March 2018. A total of 38 adults and 38 children with complex epilepsy were recruited. Analyses are underway to determine the tolerability of Betashot and any effects that the product had.

**What this means:** This is a tolerability study related to the ketogenic diet. We want to know if patients are happy to take it and whether they have any positive or negative side effects. We do not fully understand how the ketogenic diet works but research suggests that medium chain fatty acids (MCTs) may be key in the efficacy of the diet. We hope this product, if tolerable by patients, will ease the demanding ketogenic diet administration.
What I Need in School (WINS) – Developing guidelines for best practice for young people with epilepsy in schools in the UK

**Project Aim:** To garner the views and experiences of school age children (6-15 years) with epilepsy, their parents and teachers regarding the impact of epilepsy on school functioning and their current and desired educational supports for young people with epilepsy.

**Investigators:** Colin Reilly, Patricia Atkinson, Emma Johnson, Chloe Jones, Helen Cross

**Update:** To date we have received referred 45 patients across 2 sites. We have completed the focus group phase and are now delivering structured interviews which focus on the needs of children with epilepsy in educational settings as well as the needs of parents and teachers.

We have amended the project to include the validation of the Assessment of Learning and Behaviour in Epilepsy Tool (Young Epilepsy CHESS Study outcome 2014) for which we will now undertake a full psychological assessment for each child with epilepsy.

Chloe Jones recently published a literature report on teacher attitudes to epilepsy, following which, we have developed a teacher survey to capture the general awareness of and attitudes towards epilepsy among teachers within our catchment area.

**What this means:** We know epilepsy can have a profound effect on a young person’s learning and we want to ask them, their parents and their teachers to tell us what they feel they need support with and what type of support they would like. We hope this project will enable us to write guidelines for schools to support young people with epilepsy achieve their academic potential. We will also test a screening instrument to help teachers and parents identify whether a child may have additional learning or behavioural needs. Knowing this will lead to getting the right support at school.

Improving Care in Epilepsy (ICE) for children, young people and families

**Project Aim:** To implement an innovative model of care that improves outcomes by better reflecting the broad impact epilepsy has on the individual person, by virtue of being young person and family-centred, integrated across different sectors providing care, and measured on meaningful outcomes.

**Investigators:** Amit Bali, Carol Long, Monica Lakhpanaul, Kerry Robinson, Helen Cross, Dougal Hargreaves, Christina Petropoulos

**Update:** This is a collaborative project between Young Epilepsy, UCL Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health, UCLPartners and Whittington Health.

Current work streams include the development of a learning healthcare system for paediatric epilepsy, linked to individualised care plan; the co-creation of young people’s networks; and the commissioning of an economic evaluation of the true economic impact of epilepsy at individual, family, service and national levels.

We have been struggling to fund these projects. Each bid is met with great interest and support but not with a dedication of funds. Encouragingly, we have seen recent change in digital innovation funding which may provide the necessary opportunity. We hope to begin these projects in 2019.

**What this means:** We want to ensure services for epilepsy are joined up, and are provided in partnership with young people and families. We want to ensure they receive personalised, holistic care. Our work to date has told us this is imperative. This requires improved communication, understanding what outcomes really matter, tailoring care and thinking with a whole systems strategy across all sectors.
What we do

Mental Health in Children with Epilepsy (MICE)

**Project Aim:** Establish the feasibility of routine screening and brief telephone intervention for mental health disorders in paediatric neurology clinics so children and young people with difficulties are able to access the support they need.

**Investigators:** Roz Shafran, Helen Cross, Sophie Bennett, Sarah Byford, Bruce Chorpita, Anna Coughtrey, Emma Dalrymple, Caroline Dore, Peter Fonagy, Tamsin Ford, Isobel Heyman, Rona Moss-Morris, Colin Reilly, Jonathan A Smith, Terence Stephenson, Sophia Varadkar

**Update:** Our NIHR funded Programme Grant began in October 2017. The first year of the Programme aimed to develop an epilepsy-specific version of the Modular Approach to Therapy for Children with Anxiety, Depression, Trauma or Conduct Problems. We met with our Patient and Participant Involvement Research Advisory Group and Health Professionals Advisory group every month to discuss the study protocol and the intervention. We used their input along with feedback from families to help us to create epilepsy-specific materials, such as a roadmap of resources for parents, an additional session on the relationship between epilepsy and mental health and Frequently Asked questions about mental health, epilepsy and the treatment. We also added epilepsy-specific examples throughout the treatment manual. In early October, the MATCH-ADTC team flew from the US to train clinicians from several sites across London and the UK to deliver this intervention over the telephone. The therapists include epilepsy nurses so that the treatment is fully integrated with patients’ physical healthcare. We are now supporting the therapists to deliver this intervention within their service, before commencing the full trial in April 2019.

**What this means:** Children and young people with epilepsy are more likely to have emotional or behavioural difficulties than children and young people who do not have a chronic illness. There are lots of studies showing that there are effective treatments for emotional and behavioural difficulties in children, but we don’t know whether they also work in children who have epilepsy. We want to know if an online assessment and a talking treatment delivered over the telephone can help us to pick up and treat emotional and behavioural difficulties in children and young people with epilepsy.
EpiCARE is a European Reference Network (ERN) coordinated by Professor Helen Cross for GOSH, which was launched in June 2017.

One of 24 approved ERNs on rare disorders, EpiCARE has 28 members, spanning 13 countries. EpiCARE aims to improve access for patients to diagnostic and therapeutic expertise, by engaging multidisciplinary experts through the network.

**EpiCARE Update**

- 22 cases have been discussed across EpiCARE to advise surgical evaluation. Following this success, EpiCARE was selected to participate in an EU film highlighting the importance of cross border working.

- Over 70 training courses, educational workshops and scientific meetings are organized by the EpiCARE centres.

- The cloud based Standardized Computer-based Organized Reporting of EEG (SCORE) software was made available to all EpiCARE members in March 2018. This has directly fed into the PROMAESIS project.

- Prof Ingmar Blumcke, the Neuropathology Lead, has initiated the development of a cross-ERN digital pathology database. EpiCARE, along with ERKNet (ERN for Rare Kidney Diseases), has invited all histopathology experts to join forces to develop a common, web-based digital pathology network.

- A formal partnership has been agreed between EpiCARE and the Human Brain Project (HBP). HBP develops research and platforms at the intersection of neuroscience, computer science, and information technology. This partnership will contribute to the development of the Medical Informatics Platform (MIP), an innovative open-source IT infrastructure that offers a unique inter-operability solution to connect hospitals across Europe. The MIP will allow the simultaneous query of multiple databases across multiple hospitals. This presents an opportunity to test and implement novel diagnostic and disease-management tools based on deep learning and artificial intelligence by enabling GDPR-compliant processing of individual patients’ data. The MIP, which is currently installed at seven sites, shall be deployed in 30 plus major EU hospitals by April 2020.

- Development of Babylink, a bespoke IT platform for collaboration, education and training on neonatal seizures within the EpiCARE ERN. Babylink was developed by the INFANT research centre to provide support to non-expert EEG centres on the recognition of neonatal seizures.

- The Guidelines Development Group is developing evidence-based clinical practice guidelines on the selected three topics: Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, infantile spasms, and Dravet syndrome.

**Impact of Britain leaving the European Union**

The EU have been conscious of ensuring the continued functioning of the ERNs, however should no deal be agreed, or a ‘Hard Brexit’ initiated, the UK centres will no longer be able to participate in the ERNs.

Six ERNs are coordinated by UK centres, including EpiCARE. Each of the six have been asked to make provision for an alternative centre to coordinate the network from 30th March 2019. After due consideration, Hospices Civils de Lyon, France, will coordinate EpiCARE and Professor Alexis Arzimanoglou will take key responsibility with continued involvement of staff including Professor Cross at GOSH.
Completed Projects

Improving epilepsy surgery in childhood using fMRI and EEG

Investigators: David Carmichael, Tim Tierney, Elhum Shamshiri, Maria Centeno, Daniel Kohn, Chris Clark, Jonathan Clayden, Ronit Pressler, Helen Cross

Surgical treatment in epilepsy is effective if the epileptogenic zone (EZ) can be correctly localised and characterised. Here we used simultaneous electroencephalography–functional magnetic resonance imaging (EEG-fMRI) data to derive EEG-fMRI and electrical source imaging (ESI) maps. We evaluated their yield, individual and combined ability to localise the EZ and predict seizure outcome.

Fifty-three children with drug-resistant epilepsy underwent EEG-fMRI. Interictal discharges were mapped using both EEG-fMRI hemodynamic responses and ESI. EEG-fMRI combined with ESI was found to provide a simple unbiased localisation that may predict surgery better than each individual test, including in MRI-negative patients. Our computerised classifier was able to correctly detect the epileptic abnormalities in 73% of the patients. It even worked in the very young patients.

This shows great technological progress and now we are planning to go one step further by testing the programme on new patients with abnormalities that the Neuroradiologist cannot currently identify. The hope is that more children with drug-resistant epilepsy will be able to be considered for epilepsy surgery, and the surgery itself will have greater accuracy and therefore higher chances of freedom from seizures. We hope these results will motivate the development of clinical services for GOSH and Children’s Epilepsy Surgery Service (CESS).

The ‘Koala Project’

Investigators: Caroline Skirrow, Rosie Coleman, Louise Weiss-Croft, Torsten Baldeweg, Helen Cross and many more

Named after the surgical ward at GOSH, this project evaluated the long-term cognitive outcomes after epilepsy surgery in a new cohort of children with temporal and extra-temporal epilepsy.

The study is a major long-term outcome study in children who underwent epilepsy surgery, showing general cognitive improvements extending over a longer (>3-5 years) follow-up duration. It is also the first study to have used identical pre- and post-operative neuroimaging, together with detailed neuropsychological assessments.

A total of 83 participants were recruited into the study, including 18 sibling controls. The cognitive improvements seen in the surgery group were associated with cortical growth, both globally and in discrete frontal regions, known to be supporting intellectual functioning. This study also confirmed that surgical removal of the some critical language regions can be associated with some decline in verbal abilities, calling for future exploration of more tailored surgical techniques and further developments in non-invasive neuroimaging.

The project funding (funded by ERUK and GOSHCC), has enabled us to conduct a major benchmark study with importance for the field of paediatric epilepsy surgery worldwide and to undertake a detailed evaluation of non-invasive neuroimaging methods. This study has also highlighted important areas of further development in neuroimaging and surgical methods, which will further improve long-term outcomes of children with medication-resistant epilepsy.
An LC-MS/MS-Based Method for the Quantification of Pyridox(am)ine 5'-Phosphate Oxidase (PNPO) Activity in Dried Blood Spots from Patients with Epilepsy

Investigators: Matthew Wilson, Emma Footitt, Ronit Pressler, Peter Clayton, Philippa Mills

The first patients described with PNPO-deficiency had neonatal onset seizures refractive to conventional anticonvulsants and pyridoxine but responsive to high doses of pyridoxal phosphate (PLP). Recently, however, we have shown that approximately 40% of PNPO-deficient patients respond to treatment with pyridoxine and for some PLP aggravated seizures.

Prognosis of these patients relies upon rapid diagnosis as PNPO-deficiency can lead to potentially fatal early infantile epileptic encephalopathy, severe developmental delay, and other features of neurological dysfunction. A normal developmental outcome can result if appropriate treatment is given promptly. Diagnosis can be challenging however as patients often have multisystem pathology, their response to treatment may not be immediate or total, and no clinical assay for this disorder has been available.

This study developed a rapid mass spectrometry-based clinical PNPO enzyme assay. Dried blood spots from 18 genetically-defined PNPO deficient patients, 13 children with other seizure disorders receiving B6 supplementation, 37 child hospital controls and seven healthy adults were analysed. PNPO-deficient patients had PNPO activity levels lower than all other groups; no false positives or negatives were identified.

Using this assay we have shown R116Q, previously a variant of uncertain significance, is pathogenic dramatically affecting erythrocyte PNPO activity. This variant was initially thought to be a polymorphism in PNPO due to its prevalence in the general population and co-segregation, in some instances, with known pathogenic PNPO homozygous variants. Five children have been reported that are homozygous for this variant which appears to result in a milder phenotype; 3/5 have a good developmental outcome, 4/5 presented with seizures after 5 months of age, one presented at 3 years. The story is likely to be complicated however as not all individuals homozygous for R116Q-PNPO present with seizures.

This assay will enable us to better define the clinical spectrum of PNPO-deficiency and will ensure that these patients are diagnosed more rapidly.

Effect of Cannabidiol on drop seizures in Lennox Gastaut Syndrome

Investigators: Helen Cross, Sameer Zuberi and many more

This study was a multicentre, international, random controlled trial looking at the effect of Cannabidiol (CBD) as an add-on therapy in the treatment of seizures associated with Lennox Gastaut Syndrome.

Across 30 centres, individuals were randomised to three experimental conditions; a placebo or one of two doses of CBD (Epidiolex®, GW Pharmaceuticals). The primary outcome achieved, was to observe a significant reduction in drop seizures in the CBDI groups. However, previously described adverse events were observed, chiefly somnolence and diarrhoea.

The results were published this year in the New England Journal of Medicine. Study data were submitted along with the data on Dravet Syndrome, another form of complex epilepsy, to the European Medicines Agency for licensing consideration. Data will also contribute to policy reviews with regard to whether medication will be available on NHS if licenced.
Cannabidiol as add-on treatment in complex epilepsies of childhood

Investigators: Aikatarini Vezyroglou, Christin Eltze, Sophia Varadkar, Lucinda Carr, Catherine O’ Sullivan, Emma Ninnis, Helen Cross

This study was an open label, compassionate use programme looking at the effect of Cannabidiol (CBD) as an add-on therapy in the treatment of children with drug resistant epilepsy who were not eligible for the Dravet Syndrome or Lennox Gastaut Syndrome trials.

Oral CBD (Epidiolex®, GW Pharmaceuticals) was initiated in 24 children, aged 2 to 19 (mean age 10) years, with epilepsy of underlying structural (7), genetic (5), metabolic (1), inflammatory (3), and unknown (8) cause. Patients had previously failed 3-11 antiepileptic drugs.

Three continue in up titration with < 3 months of treatment. One received only 5 days of CBD treatment as part of acute treatment for ultimately fatal status epilepticus (presumed FIRES) and was excluded. In the remaining 20, doses reached 6-45 (mean 19.95) mg/kg/d. Eight (40%) reported >50% seizure reduction, while 12 (60%) showed little change.

Adverse events were diarrhoea (n=4, 20%), somnolence (n=2, 10%), loss of appetite (n=2, 10%), weight loss (n=1, 5%) and respiratory depression due to increased clobazam levels (n=1, 5%). One patient passed away due to pneumonia during the trial, a routine trial investigation confirmed that this was unrelated to CBD.

After 1-19 months 7 discontinued treatment, 4 due to lack of efficacy, and to 3 lack of efficacy and side effects. All patients reporting benefit (n=8) remain on the drug.

With publication of the randomised controlled trials in Dravet Syndrome and Lennox Gastaut Syndrome, a submission of data has been made to the European Medicines Agency for licencing.

There are now several cohort studies of differing epilepsies within the literature, and our series will be written up for full publication. Our experience has contributed to the national debate on the use of cannabinoid products in the epilepsies.

The International Collaborative Infantile Spasms Study (ICISS)

Investigators: Finbar O’Callaghan, Stuart Edwards, Fabienne Dietrich Alber, Eleanor Hancock, Anthony Johnson, Colin Kennedy, Andrew Lux, Marcus Likeman, Mark Mackay, Andrew Mallick, Richard Newton, Melinda Nolan, Ronit Pressler, Dietz Rating, Bernhard Schmitt, Christopher Verity, John Osborne and many more

This was an international, multicentre, randomised controlled trial to investigate whether the two classical therapies (hormonal therapy and vigabatrin) were best used separately or in combination to treat infantile spasms. Investigators assessing electro-clinical outcome were blind to therapy but parents and clinicians were not.

Previous research indicates that combining hormone treatment with vigabatrin is associated with more infants achieving spasm cessation. We wanted to test this and whether combination therapy would also be associated with better developmental outcomes at 18 months.

Eligible infants had a clinical diagnosis of infantile spasms (West Syndrome), a hypsarrhythmic EEG or similar, and no more than 7 days from clinical diagnosis. Between 7 March 2007 and 2 July 2014, 103 participating hospitals across Australia (3), Germany (11), New Zealand (2), Switzerland (3) and the UK (84) screened 766 eligible infants and randomised 377 to either the hormonal treatment alone (191) or combinations therapy of hormonal treatment with vigabatrin (186).

The primary outcome was no observed spasms between days 14 and 42 of treatment. 71.5% on combination therapy had no witnessed spasms between day 14 and 42 of treatment compared with 56.5% on hormonal therapy alone (p=0.002). Combination therapy is significantly more effective at stopping spasms and the observed absence of spasms from treatment day 14 to 42 suggests that the effect may be sustained.

The secondary outcome measure was greater developmental outcome at 18 months of age. Developmental and epilepsy data at 1 months of age were available for 362 patients. The observed cessation of spasms between treatment day 14 and 42 was associated with a better developmental outcome (median Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales 78 versus 61, p<0.001), and better epilepsy outcome (83% with an early clinical response had no epilepsy at 18 months versus 48%, p<0.001).

Treatment type, however was not associated with better epilepsy or developmental outcome (p=0.5 in both). Early cessation of spasms was key to both better epilepsy and developmental outcome, but combination therapy was associated with significantly more infant achieving spasm cessation.
Sophie Adler-Wagstyl

2017
Cortical morphology and MRI signal intensity analysis in paediatric epilepsy

Sophie is a MBPhD student who completed her PhD at the ICH on the quantitative analysis of structural MRI scans in paediatric epilepsy, including developing a framework for the automated detection of focal cortical dysplasias. She is now co-lead of the Multi-centre Epilepsy Lesion Detection (MELD) project alongside completing medical school.

Amy McTague

2018
The molecular genetic investigation of epilepsy of infancy with migrating focal seizures

In the next stage of her research, Amy aims to create a stem cell model of early onset epilepsy, to model disease and also as a platform to both discover and test novel therapies. She has recently been awarded the NIHR GOSH BRC Catalyst Fellowship and a Rosetrees Seedcorn award to launch this project, with a plan to apply for further funding in 2019.

Sophie Bennett

2017
Mental health of children and young people with neurological conditions

Sophie’s group have now been awarded an NIHR Programme Grant for Applied Research, which builds on the screening and intervention studies reported in her PhD. The ‘Mental Health In Epilepsy (MICE)’ study started in October 2018 and will train epilepsy nurses in the UK to deliver mental health interventions in children with epilepsy.

Tom Stone

2017
Genomic classification and analysis of epilepsy-associated glioneuronal tumours

Tom now holds a post-doctoral position in Tom Jacques’ research group. He is using the methods learned during his PhD to try to analyse and characterise a wide range of paediatric low-grade brain tumours, with a particular focus on rare diagnoses.

Sarah Buck

2018
Memory in paediatric Temporal Lobe Epilepsy

Sarah is now working as a post-doctoral fellow at the Institute of Neurology at Queen Square with Meneka Sidhu and John Duncan on memory fMRI in adults with Temporal Lobe Epilepsy.

Tim Tierney

2017
Development and application of functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging in paediatric focal epilepsy

Tim is now working on a collaborative project to further develop the wearable MEG system and test its clinical effectiveness in a custom designed shielded room at Young Epilepsy.
In May 2018 we held the sixth Mind The Gap symposium, the series was brain child of the late Professor Brian Neville and is hosted by Professor Cross and Professor Christopher Gillberg. The initiative is to bring comprehensive care to children and young people with epilepsy by integrating seizure management with cognitive/educational and behavioural/psychiatric assessment and management.

This year, Mind The Gap was dedicated to sharing the latest views on the problems associated with childhood epilepsy beyond seizures to a multidisciplinary audience.

The challenges of epilepsy beyond seizures are well documented and we know that cognitive impairment is the greatest associated problem with childhood epilepsy. In many children, their cognitive impairment will have a greater long-term impact than seizures. We also know that the additional challenges of childhood epilepsy affects family functioning and mental health. This knowledge indicates the need for structural changes in training, research and clinical practice.

Mind the Gap is an open symposium but this year, we altered the format to include a second day of workshops on the key themes of the talks given the previous day. These workshops were designed to really delve into the challenges of putting research into practice, specifically for the child in school, and to create a strong, multidisciplinary dialogue regarding potential solutions and suggestions to research.

The symposium and workshop were highly successful, bringing together individuals across different disciplines and national systems. Discussion at the workshops focused on the challenge of closing the ‘gaps’ in improving recognition, management and support for the high rate (95%) of unrecognised difficulties of children with epilepsy in schools published by the CHESS study (Reilly et al, 2014).

Closing these gaps may often be multifaceted, depending on the cognitive problem, comorbidity or age of the child. We know that early diagnosis in all of these areas is the key to better outcomes; however, there is a need to evidence the need for, and subsequently the efficacy of, evidence-based interventions.

It was agreed that a review of best practice was the best first step, at both local and national levels. The review will address best practice across:

- pupil age
- stage of education (e.g. preschool, school, transition and beyond)
- support giver (schools or parents).

As a group, the next steps agreed were to develop a dedicated working group to evaluate the screening possibilities, and begin to collect best practice data.

We will reconvene in 2020 for Mind The Gap VII – watch this space!
Our Research Retreat, hosted by Professor Cross, The Prince of Wales's Chair of Childhood Epilepsy, is an annual gathering of researchers and collaborators across our research unit. This meeting gives researchers, at all stages of their careers, the opportunity to discuss ongoing projects, completed projects and future directions of research with a unique range of epilepsy specialists.

This year we presented 19 current projects and welcomed 86 guests from over 30 organisations and 7 countries. Almost every attendee has a direct clinical role in supporting children and young people with epilepsy. We welcomed back previous speakers and were able to see the outcomes of discussions started at previous Retreats reflected in the year's work through sub-projects, collaborations and shared data.

2018 marked our 8th Retreat and we were honoured to welcome Professor Kees Braun as Research Moderator. Professor Braun is Professor of Paediatric Neurology at the Rudolf Magnus Brain Centre at Utrecht University, Netherlands. He is President of the Dutch Society of Paediatric Neurology, a member of the European Task Force for Epilepsy Surgery in Children (U-Task), the European Network for Epilepsy Research (ENER), and work-package leader under EpiCARE. Professor Braun coordinates epilepsy research across the Rudolf Magnus Brain Centre and his areas of expertise are: refractory paediatric epilepsy, epilepsy surgery, imaging in epilepsy, and childhood arteriopathic stroke, in particular moyamoya treatment.

Discussions at the end of each presentation give investigators the opportunity to receive comments and feedback from fellow researchers and principal investigators representing a vast array of different fields. We altered the format to ensure every speaker had 30 minutes which allowed ample time for discussion.
The Retreat is also a highly social occasion, giving international and domestic researchers what is often their single annual opportunity to meet colleagues and peers face to face. This vital networking truly highlights the breadth of epilepsy research being undertaken across the unit. The meeting critically serves as a way of motivating early-career researchers to recognise this diversity and to form the collaborations which underpin excellent science and practical outcomes.

Last year, the Research Retreat was extended into a series of monthly satellite meetings held at ICH which resulted in a multidisciplinary Rasmussen Syndrome Working Group, the aims of which are to assess and improve the clinical pathway of children with this syndrome. At the 2019 Retreat we look forward to this group presenting their data.

The Research Retreat and additional meetings are a critical contributor to creating a collegiate environment across the unit and nurturing new talent in paediatric epilepsy research.

“An excellent group of researchers…a lovely example of the global development of the field.”

Paediatric Neurologist
Primary Research


## Reviews, editorials and letters


## Edited books


## Edited chapters in books


Unit Roles

Helen Cross
Coordinator
European Reference Network for Rare and Complex Epilepsies (EpiCARE)

Shamima Rahman
Coordinator of Mitochondrial Subnetwork
Metabolic European Reference Network (MetabERN)

Helen Cross
President
Epilepsy Research UK

Finbar O’Callaghan
President
British Paediatric Neurology Association (BPNA)

Helen Cross
Re-elected Treasurer (2017-2021)
International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE)

Helen Cross
Chair of the Research Committee (2015-2019)
British Paediatric Neurology Association (BPNA)

Helen Cross
Chair of the Clinical Research Network (Children)
National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Neurosciences Clinical Studies Group

Helen Cross
Chair of Medical Board
Hope for Hypothalamic Hamartoma

Helen Cross
Chair of Medical Board
Matthew’s Friends

Helen Cross
Chair of the Neurosciences Clinical Studies Group (CSG)
Medicines for Children Research Network (MCRN)

Thomas Jacques
Chair of the Biological Studies Steering Group (BSSG)
Children’s Cancer and Leukaemia Group (CCLG)

Thomas Jacques
Chair of the Clinical Practices Committee
British Neuropathological Society

Ronit Pressler
Chair of the Neonatal Guideline Task Force
Commission on Paediatrics of the ILAE

Ronit Pressler
Co-chair of INC Seizures Workgroup
International Neonatal Consortium by Critical Path Institute, enabled by FDA/EMA

Colin Reilly
Co-Chair Paediatric Psychiatric Issues Committee
ILAE

Finbar O’Callaghan
Secretary and Board Member
European Paediatric Neurology Society (EPNS)

Helen Cross
Elected to Board
International Child Neurology Association

Helen Cross
Clinical Advisor
Epilepsy Action

Helen Cross
Clinical Advisor
Children’s Epilepsy Surgery Service (CESS)

Helen Cross
Clinical Advisor to Revision of NICE Guidelines for Childhood Epilepsy
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

Torsten Baldeweg
External Expert to the French Higher Research Council
University of Amien

Thomas Jacques
Chief Investigator of the Tumour Bank (CCLG)
Children’s Cancer and Leukaemia Group (CCLG)

Thomas Jacques
Pathology Lead for the Paediatric Tumour Clinical Interpretation Partnership
Genomics England Clinical Interpretation Partnership (GeCIP)

Shamima Rahman
Adviser to Statutory Approvals Committee
Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority

Shamima Rahman
Lead of Mitochondrial Subdomain
Genomics England Clinical Interpretation Partnership (GeCIP)

Thomas Jacques
National Lead for Paediatric Oncology Domains
Genomics England Clinical Interpretation Partnership (GeCIP)

Helen Cross
Head of the Developmental Neurosciences Programme
UCL GOS - ICH

Torsten Baldeweg
Deputy Head of the Developmental Neurosciences Programme
UCL GOS - ICH

Thomas Jacques
Editor in Chief
Journal of Neuropathology and Applied Neurobiology

Shamima Rahman
Senior Editor
Annals of Human Genetics
Unit Roles in Education

Torsten Baldeweg
Chairman of Exam Board, MSc Paediatric Neuropsychology
University College London

Torsten Baldeweg
Module organiser and lecturer, MSc Paediatric Neuropsychology
University College London

Helen Cross
Member of the PhD Review Panel
UCL GOS - ICH

Helen Cross & Christopher Gillberg
Mind the Gap VI
Young Epilepsy

Michelle De Haan
Course Speaker, MSc in Cognitive Neuroscience, Translational Research Module
University College London

Michelle De Haan
Deputy Director, MSc in Clinical & Applied Paediatric Neuropsychology
UCL GOS - ICH

Michelle De Haan
Director, MSc in Infancy and Early Childhood Development
UCL GOS - ICH

Ronit Pressler
Course Director, EEG in the first two years of life
ILAE

Shamima Rahman
Contributor, MSc courses
UCL GOS - ICH and UCL Institute of Neurology and Genomics England

Shamima Rahman
Training Advisor for Inherited Metabolic Medicine
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health

Shamima Rahman
Senior Adviser, Education and Training Advisory Committee
Society for the Study of Inborn Errors of Metabolism

Colin Reilly
Course Contributor, Educational Psychology
University College London

Colin Reilly
Annual workshops for trainee educational psychologists
University College London

Martin Tisdall
Honorary Senior Lecturer
UCL GOS - ICH and UCL Institute of Neurology
Professional Recognition and Awards

Helen Cross
Clinical Science Research Award
2018
American Epilepsy Society

Frank Ford Award
2018
International Child Neurology Association

Manju Kurian
The Sir Jules Thorn Award for Biomedical Research
2017
Sir Jules Thorn Charitable Trust

Professor of Neurogenetics
2017
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Amy McTague
Jon Driver Neuroscience Prize
2017
University College London

NIHR GOSH BRC Catalyst Fellowship
2018
NIHR and GOSH
Birgit Pimpel
Academic Representative of the Year
2018
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Sophie Adler-Wagstyl
Cordwainer’s Prize for Best MB PhD Thesis
2017
University College London

Michelle De Haan
Professor of Infant and Child Development
2017
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Birgit Pimpel
Academic Representative of the Year
2018
UCL GOS - Institute of Child Health

Mirja Steinbrenner
BrainBox Initiative Research Challenge
2018
Rogue Resolutions

Faraneh Vargha-Khadem
Rapporteur
2018
Max Planck Society
At Young Epilepsy we want to create better futures for young lives.

As a national charity and a centre of expertise for all young people with epilepsy, we have over 125 years experience to share.
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